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Introduction



“Museum for sale due to bankruptcy,” is the exhibition’s provocative title in French. 

The odd but humorous announcement comes from the Belgian artist Marcel 

Broodthaers. In1971 he placed as the main feature on the double page of his 

gallery’s entry in the catalogue of the Cologne art fair. The “why?” and the question 

of the museum affected remain open, and one soon begins to suspect that the 

idea of the museum is generally being called into question. This action was a part 

of Broodthaers’ “fi ctive museums,” which he realized in the form of exhibitions, 

installations, and interventions between 1968 and 1972. These were a fundamental 

examination of the function of the museum and its role in the production of 

meaning, which is not least subject to fi nancial interests. The project was thus a 

criticism of traditional ideas of the museum, now felt to be outdated, and a plea 

for their radical opening up. With his fi ctive museums, Broodthaers became an 

important early representative of institutional critique.

Annick and Anton Herbert received the decisive stimulus for their collecting activity 

through their personal encounter with Broodthaers. Like him they were close to the 

1968 movement, and in the early 1970s decided to support work that—parallel to 

the desire for social renewal at the time—was impelling an extension of the concept 

of art and the artwork. In close contact with the artists and progressive gallerists of 

this time of upheaval they purchased signifi cant works of Minimal and Conceptual 

Art. Later they extended their collecting concept to include representatives of the 

generation that in the 1980s began to challenge the artistic credo of the then 

established avant-garde of the 1960s.

Today the Herbert Collection is one of the world’s most important private 

collections. It was brought into a foundation in 2008, and has been open to the 

public in Ghent since 2013. Musée à vendre pour cause de faillite will be its last big 

presentation outside Ghent. In Vienna it is supplemented by key works selected 

by the Herberts from the mumok collection. This allows a dialogue between 

outstanding artworks, which are sometimes juxtaposed in unusual ways to open up 

new ways of seeing.
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The exhibition begins on the entrance level with works by Marcel Broodthaers, 

Gerhard Richter, and Heimo Zobernig. In their respective ways these three artists from 

different generations raise the fundamental question of the possibilities of art. Their 

works analyze both individual elements in the repertoire of visual expression and 

the underlying conditions of artistic production, and also subject the designation of 

concepts, categorizations, and systems of classifi cation to critical observation.

In the entry area there is a work by Heimo Zobernig, so far the youngest artist Annick 

and Anton Herbert have included in their collection. For an exhibition in Antwerp 

in 2008 Zobernig constructed a “display cube” in which a video was projected. 

This shows a performance that took place at the mumok in 2008. Here Zobernig 

had shaped his contribution to a performance series as a “productive” refusal. He 

had declined to perform himself, and instead invited Lone Haugard Madsen and 

Jakob Lena Knebl as his doubles. The two artists refl ected on performance in a free 

interpretation of Zobernig’s guidelines, thus realizing a performance as an analysis of 

performance. In a similar way the projection cabin, as an exhibition space of its own 

within the museum, represents an analysis of museum presentation. This cube was 

built in such a way that it stood straight in its original place of exhibition—a ramp in 

the deSingel arts campus in Antwerp. This has the result that it now stands at a slant, 

and the video is also askew. Through this shift to its current slanting position and 

restricted functionality it becomes more of a walk-in sculpture and makes us aware of 

the signifi cance of altered spatial and institutional requirements.

Just as in this work Zobernig analyzes the conditions of performance and its museum 

presentation, in his combination of a wall board with six stool-like sculptures he 

refl ects on the question of the boundary between sculpture and utilitarian item. The 

“stools” have surfaces in the colors that Zobernig once defi ned as his “sculpture 

colors”: white, orange, brown, gray, and black. Zobernig has been intensively involved 

with the role, effect, and meaning of colors. For example, in 1995 he published a book 

on color theory together with Ferdinand Schmatz. It ironically refers to the differences 

and contradictions between the numerous theories of color, as one of the most 

“unfathomable” of artistic means, from ancient times to today.

Since the early 1960s Gerhard Richter has carried out a critical analysis of the 

potential of painting. The examination of color is also an essential aspect here. 1024 

Farben in 4 Permutationen (1024 Colors in 4 Permutations) (1973) is the attempt—

naturally doomed to failure—to give all the perceivable color shades. The random 

arrangement of the color fi elds on the pictorial surface, with which Richter wanted to 

produce a diffuse but balance overall effect, contradicts his consistently systematic 

procedure: “In order to present all the existing color tones in one picture, I developed 

a system which, based on the 3 primary colors plus gray, permitted a progressive 

differentiation in constantly uniform steps. […] It seemed pointless to use more than 

1,024 colors (e.g. 4,096), for the distinction between one graduation of tone and the 

next would have been no longer visible. […] a few examples of an endless number 

of blends and possible arrangements [stand] for the infi nite, unrealizable possibilities 

[…], for the boundless, utterly futile, which I think is hopeful, …”



4 Glasscheiben (4 Panes of Glass, 1967) is an analysis of illusionism, which deter-

mined the function of painting for long periods. Four framed, square glass panels, 

which are mounted side by side in high stays and are tipped into different positions, 

are an analytical debate with the illusionary power of painting. As Richter says, they 

allow “everything to be seen, but nothing to be understood.” The panes are empty, and 

yet through views and vistas they show everything within their frames as images. They 

thus quote the Renaissance idea of the painting as a “window on the world,” which 

painting since then has repeatedly attempted to overcome. Just as an infi nite number 

of images can be developed from the spectrum of Richter’s 1024 Farben in 

4 Permutationen, his glass panels are the projection surfaces of all kinds of images, 

not least of ourselves.

From the mid-1960s onward Marcel Broodthaers placed the problematic of what art 

is and what it can substantially and socially achieve at the center of his work. He was 

one of the fi rst artists to pose the question of art’s potential in terms of its means and 

media, and he also made its social conditions the subject of a many-faceted refl ection 

on the system of art. At the start of the exhibition area devoted to Broodthaers hangs 

his Carte du monde poétique (Poetical World Map, 1968). Broodthaers here replaced 

the “li” from the caption of a school map of the world (“carte du monde politique”) 

which visualizes the “order” of the world, with an “é.” This small intervention transforms 

an abstract portrayal of the world into a “poetic” one. The arbitrary division of the world 

through war and political hegemonies is here contrasted by the seductive possibility 

of a rule of poetry. 

Poetry was Broodthaers’ original fi eld of work, until shortly before his 40th birthday 

he decided to become active as a visual artist instead. But in his subsequent work 

language remains an essential element, which he relates to images—be they painting, 

photography, or fi lm—in varied ways.

One of Broodthaers’ key and main works is the fi lm Le Corbeau et le Renard (The 

Raven and the Fox), made in 1967. Its starting point was La Fontaine’s famous tale 

about deception. Through fl attery the fox persuades the raven to sing, so that the 

piece of cheese the fox had been after falls from its beak. The story’s admonitory 

criticism is directed at those who listen to deceptive fl attery. Broodthaers transfers 

this metaphor to the sphere of art and its aspiration to create illusion and meaning, 

rewriting La Fontaine’s moral tale for his own purposes: “I took the text by La Fontaine 

and transformed it into what I call personal writing (poetry).” In the fi lm, and on the 

pages of the edition that goes with it, text and image are brought together in such a 

way as to point out that they are incongruent. He thus reveals the deceptive strategies 

of art, and explicitly addresses the media status of the protagonists: “Le corbeau et le 

renard étaient des caractères imprimés.” This sentence can be read in several ways: 

“The raven and the fox were [literary] fi gures,” or “fi gures that had become [generally] 

known,” or even “The raven and the fox were printed letters.” The illusion of poetry 

is thus destroyed by its naming in the poem, the illusionary power of the medium 

revealed within the medium itself. Broodthaers spoke of “poetry of a theoretical 

character” that still allowed a subjective-poetic reading: “My fi lm is a puzzle that you 

need to want to decipher. It is an exercise in reading.” 



In his fi lm Analyse d’une peinture (Analysis of a Painting), from 1973, and its following 

Un voyage en mer du Nord (Journey on the North Sea), made in 1973/74, Broodthaers 

is concerned with the constitutive elements of painting. His departure point was an 

anonymous painting from the late 19th century showing a returning fi shing fl eet. In 

largely static images the fi lm presents the material elements of a painted image: the 

white-primed canvas or close-ups of the painting. Broodthaers complements and 

contrasts these with photographs of sailing boats off Ostend. The work is organized 

like a cinematic book: after a frontispiece and before every change of motif there are 

frames marked “page 1,” “page 2,” “page 3,” and so on.

Alongside his analytical concern with artistic media, the examination of the 

institutional context, and particularly the role of the museum, is an important aspect 

of Broodthaers’ work. Many artists of the 1960s saw museums as institutions of 

bourgeois learning, bound to outdated 19th-century classifi cation criteria and 

providing no space for a new concept of art. In May 1968 Broodthaers was the 

co-organizer of a direct action in which artists occupied the Palais des Beaux-

Arts in Brussels to protest against existing cultural policy. There were discussions 

and working groups on such themes as censorship, budget, education, and the 

commercialization of art.

Shortly afterwards Broodthaers began to realize his “fi ctive museums”, of which he 

was the self-declared director and curator, in the form of exhibitions and interventions. 

Here he dissects the museum into its constitutive parts, thus referring to their means 

and mechanisms, which play an essential role in the ascription of meaning to artistic 

statements. In 1972, at the Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, Broodthaers realized a version 

of his fi ctive museum Musée d’art moderne, département des Aigles, section des 

Figures (Museum of modern Art, Department of Eagles, Section of Figures), in which 

he supplemented the exhibits with slide projections. The consistent theme was the 

eagle (“aigle”), which may appear as a motif in various scientifi c, artistic, or political 

contexts. Not all the objects had an artistic status in the traditional sense. Polemically, 

Broodthaers labeled them in German, English, or French: “This is not an artwork.” The 

museum-like arrangement of all kinds of eagle-objects in cabinets or on the walls 

gave the impression of following museum categorization, but was in fact determined 

by intuition and chance. All encyclopedic or hierarchical order was deliberately 

undermined, and it is the visitors who link the objects through their own associations 

to form individual classifi cations and explanations.
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The exhibition tour continues in the smaller space of level two, which contains works 

by signifi cant representatives of Conceptual Art. These artists give prime importance 

to the idea of a work rather than its personal realization by the artist. For this reason 

they also replace traditional artistic genres like painting or sculpture with forms of 

notation that avoid individual expression as far as possible. They work with texts, 

numbers, tables, or documentary photography.

Hanne Darboven, On Kawara, and Jan Dibbets develop their own forms of notation in 

order to make the intangible and ephemeral dimension of time experienceable within 

an ordered structure.

In Ein Jahrhundert (Bücherei) (A Century [Library], 1970–71) Darboven portrays the 

time period of an undetermined century in abstract form. To this end she designed 

a very personal system that was implemented in handwriting of a deliberately sober 

kind: starting with the fi rst of each month of a century, she calculated the sum of the 

digits of every day’s date, called the “day calculation”. For 28.02.14 this is 17, namely 

2 + 8 + 2 + 1 + 4. Other dates have the same digit sum, for example 30.05.54 or 

01.01.96. Using the digit sums, which she also indicates with a K (for Konstruktion 

or Kasten [box]) and collates in index sheets on the wall, Darboven condenses all the 

days of an arbitrary century in 365 document fi les. This strict set of rules allows her a 

conscious experience of time in the act of writing, with her form of portrayal differing 

from the usual idea of time as a linear process.

On Kawara began his series of Date Paintings in 1966. These are monochrome works 

in standardized formats and colors on which the dates of their production stand in 

large white letters and numbers. Each of these paintings records a day in the life of 

the artist, and at the same time gives their viewers an opportunity to relate their own 

lives to this concrete date. In One Million Years (1970) this possibility of personal 

identifi cation no longer exists. This work consists of ten fi les of 200 pages with up 

to 500 dates. The reckoning begins in the year 998131 BC and ends in 1969 AD. 

Starting a million years before its creation, the work visualizes a period of time that 

exceeds our ability to imagine concrete points of time in the past. Even though for 

reasons of conservation it is not possible to browse through Hanne Darboven’s and 

On Kawara’s fi les, their physical presence alone is a vivid image of condensed time.

Jan Dibbets The Shadows in My Studio as They Were at 27.07.1969 from 8.40–

14.10, Photographed Every Ten Minutes (1969) shows the passing of time in the form 

of a photographic series. In 34 photographs taken from the same camera position, a 

concrete period of time is documented by changes in the natural light. The production 

process structured by the artist is countered by the viewer’s individual experience of 

time while walking past and observing the work—two linear sequences of time that 

are not congruent.

A strategy of systematizing texts written over a period of several years was developed 

by the group Art & Language for their presentation at documenta 7 in Kassel in 1972. 

The Herbert Collection possesses a second version, assembled shortly afterwards, of 



this huge archive of texts. For a long time the production of texts was the collective’s 

sole form of artistic expression. In Index 02 (II) (Hayward Index) (1972) the analytical 

debate with their own output becomes the content of the work. The starting point 

was the question of how a form of presentation could be developed that would give 

visitors an insight into the group’s discursive process. This gave rise to a usable 

archive, consisting of printed or typed texts in card indexes or hanging on the wall. The 

pages are ordered alphabetically. A key provides information about a system of cross 

references that links the texts with one another throughout the work. This network of 

information turns the piece into an archive of cultural and intellectual history going far 

beyond the thematic context of art. 

Lawrence Weiner also turns viewers into readers. Since the late 1960s he has 

understood language as his visual material. He formulates his works as sentences 

or sentence fragments, not giving them a defi nite form from the outset. In 1968 he 

determined the basic principles of his understanding of a work in a declaration of 

intent: “(1) The artist may construct the piece. (2) The piece may be fabricated. (3) The 

piece need not be built. Each being equal and consistent with the intent of the artist, 

the decision as to condition rests with the receiver upon the occasion of receivership.”

The decision to fabricate a work is taken by an institution or a person prepared to take 

responsibility for its cultural existence. A work can take on various forms at different 

times and places, and viewers can perceive and make new connections in the 

respective context. 

GREEN AS WELL AS BLUE AS WELL AS RED/ RED AND GREEN AND BLUE MORE OR 

LESS/ RED OVER AND ABOVE GREEN OVER AND ABOVE BLUE/ RED IN RELATION 

TO GREEN IN RELATION TO BLUE/ RED IN LIEU OF GREEN IN LIEU OF BLUE (1972) 

consists of fi ve phrases, defi ned by Weiner as single works, which are presented here 

together on a wall. For this realization the artist made a drawing determining the type 

of lettering and position on the wall. Regarding the various ways of reading this work, 

Weiner once said: “we know red means ‘left,’ blue is invariably a working class color, 

and green is a fascist color. We accepted that, so one can use that to talk about […] 

feelings about politics at the time–and it was a very heavy time because of Vietnam. 

But the work itself was out of this immediate political context. When it was recently 

reshown in London in 1981, it was sold to a Belgian collector who bought it on the 

assumption that the work itself stood for the relationship of red to green to blue, not 

its political connotations, which are now becoming old-fashioned. They don’t work any 

longer.”

A long narrow row of metal plates guides the eye and leads the way through the cube 

created as a link between the exhibition spaces. Voie d’acier (Steel Path, 1988), by 

Carl Andre, lies on the fl oor without a pedestal, thus leaving the traditional idea of 

sculpture behind. Instead it opens up a fi eld of physical participation and refl ective 

distance. The work defi nes a “site” in the exhibition space that can be walked around, 

over, or crossed. In this way it also forms a stage that enables not only the perception 

of the work but above all of one’s own body. Walking on the sculpture makes one 

aware of the metal’s heaviness, and placing one’s own weight on it becomes a 



processual spatial and temporal experience. The object offers perceptive opportunities 

that go far beyond the observation of traditional sculpture: “[…] an object hung on the 

wall does not confront gravity; it timidly resists it. One of the conditions of knowing 

an object is supplied by the sensing of the gravitational force acting upon it in actual 

space. […] The ground plane, not the wall, is the necessary support for the maximum 

awareness of the object“(Robert Morris).

Henge on 3 Right Thresholds (1960/71) is one of Carl Andre’s earliest works and 

consists of thick industrial squared timbers. Its monumentally towering form animates 

its viewers to look through the openings as if through a window and to perceive the 

space differently through and with it. Its construction directly on the fl oor without a 

pedestal suggests a comparison with elemental architectural structures. In the title 

Andre explicitly relates this early work to ancient monolithic cult sites.

Like Donald Judd or Sol LeWitt, Carl Andre is one of the most well-known represent-

atives of Minimal Art. From the mid-1960s onward these artists created deliberately 

plain objects that avoid all forms of (expressive) artistic handwriting, narration, and 

illusionism in order to enable an “objective seeing.” For Sol LeWitt this meant creating 

“uninteresting” objects from industrial materials, which follow an unpretentious logic 

in their serial production. This brings about an enhanced status of the viewers in 

their relationship to work and space: they are offered the possibility of refl ecting on 

the conditions and processes of perception and understanding. In this context the 

cube became a favorite demonstrative object, as “the best that can be said for either 

the square or the cube is that they are relatively uninteresting in themselves […] it is 

immediately evident that […] a cube [is] a cube.”

LeWitt’s Squares with Sides Torn Off (1976) show Minimal Art’s serial way of working. 

The cube, reduced to its basic form, the square, is examined for continually new 

solutions. The variations torn from the paper by hand almost have the appearance of 

being an ironically playful allusion to a motif that once again shows the importance 

to Minimal Art of early Russian constructivism. For minimal artists, Kazimir Malevich’s 

famous Black Square on a White Ground (1915) provided a historical reference for 

the overcoming of traditional painting. The idea of an image carrier as the site of 

traditional rules of composition and portrayal was superceded by a concept that 

placed the object’s own “form” in the foreground. “The main thing wrong with painting 

is that it is a rectangular plane placed fl at against the wall. A rectangle is a shape 

itself; it is obviously the whole shape.” said Donald Judd. Detaching this “form” from 

the wall and emancipating it from the service of illusionism in painting—ridding it 

“of one of the salient and most objectionable relics of European art” led Judd to his 

“specifi c objects.” These three-dimensional objects in “real space,” such as his two 

Untitled, were to be determined by clear structures.

Dan Graham is one of the artists who distanced themselves in the late 1960s and 

early 1970s from Minimal Art’s aspiration to objectivity. He countered this with works 

that deal with gaze and perception in the light of social interaction and a media-

infl uenced everyday life: “... Minimal and Conceptual art of the 1960s seemed to claim 



autonomy from the surrounding social environment. It represented only itself, as a 

factual, structurally self-referring language. It deliberately sought to suppress both 

interior (illusionistic) and exterior (representational) relationships to achieve a zero 

degree of signifi cation […] it functions perhaps contrary to the artist’s intentions—to 

affi rm America’s apolitical, technocratic ideology.”

Public Space/Two Audiences (1976) is a walk-in space divided by a soundproof pane 

of glass. Both halves can be entered separately. There is an additional mirrored rear 

wall. Standing in the mirrored half of the space, you see people on the other side 

observing you. Standing on the other side, you not only see the people in the other 

space but also yourself. In both halves the people on the other side cannot be heard. 

Instead of simply observing an art object, “the viewers themselves are exhibited 

through the structure and materials of the minimalistic container; in a similar matter 

the social and psychological effects of the materials and the construction of the 

pavilion become apparent—contrary to their seeming ‘neutrality’.” What takes place 

in this space—as soon as it contains several people—is the observation of self and 

others, or the observation of self through others. Themes of isolation, separation, and 

partition become experienceable through the work’s structure. The observing and 

being observed that occurs here refers to everyday social processes and their role for 

the individual.

The works of Michelangelo Pistoletto and Franz West, which also invite physical 

interaction, likewise show a critical distance to the self-referentiality of Minimal Art. 

Pistoletto’s series Segno Arte (Sign Art) is based on an X-form derived from a human 

fi gure with outstretched arms and legs in the artist’s own physical dimensions. 

From the 1970s to the 2000s he created numerous works in this basic form that 

deliberately oscillate between artwork and utilitarian object, such as seating, 

mattresses, various containers, or a door. They are intended to make a connection 

between art and life: “The Segno Arte is a sign that conceptualizes the everyday; this 

idea is taken to a point where it is diffi cult to separate the artistic part from the lived: 

a piece of furniture designed as an artistic sign is then useable in daily life.”

Participation through use is also a central aspect of the work of Franz West. The two 

welded armchairs in the Herbert Collection were fi rst set up in the Kunsthistorisches 

Museum in 1989 in front of works by Giovanni Bellini and Rembrandt, who gave 

them their titles. They stood on pedestals, and people were allowed to take a seat on 

them. In dialogue with the old masters the hard chairs provoked physical and mental 

experiences, during which the visitors—sitting on stages, as it were—themselves 

became actors and objects of observation.

At the mumok, where for reasons of conservation the armchairs can no longer be 

used, they are oriented to works by Judd, LeWitt and Andre. In this way they also 

become a commentary on Minimal Art, whose emphatical plainness turns the 

perception of art into an act of self-experience.

The geometrically reduced Abberation (1990), which nevertheless strongly displays 

West’s artistic handwriting, appears like a critical answer to the desired neutrality of 

Minimal Art. West’s sculptures also refer to the ambiguity and context-dependency 



of the perception of artworks through their titles and accompanying texts, which the 

artist understands as integral elements of the respective work. The enigmatic text to 

Abberation describes the very personal starting point of its creation: “Aberration. A 

morning gown was taken out of the cabinet and twisted around it, etc. Painted red, the 

red block is pushed toward it here.” For the three-part work Redundanz (Redundancy, 

1986) West over the years wrote several even more complex texts, in which he refl ects 

on the sign character of artistic utterance. “Artistic signs speak as form,” reads one of 

them. West combined Redundanz several times with cardboard sculptures by Heimo 

Zobernig, who also understands sculptures as “texts in spaces,” and likewise deals 

with the ambivalence between abstract sign and utilitarian object. This again links 

West’s and Zobernig’s objects with Pistoletto’s art signs (Segno Arte), to which they 

are juxtaposed in the exhibition.
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An exhibition space of its own is devoted to the American artist Bruce Nauman. Using 

various media, his works combine the formal language of Minimal and Conceptual Art 

with physical movement and an inquiry into affect and the emotionally repressed. They 

therefore form a link between the exhibition levels two and four.

Nauman’s reduced, precisely calculated objects, fi lms, and installations become 

vehicles for a confrontation with profoundly existential themes. In 1972 he realized 

his Audio-Video Underground Chamber, an installation that clearly works with the 

formal language of Minimal Art but charges the viewer’s perception with completely 

new possibilities of experience. A plain concrete cube lies buried outside the mumok, 

thus eluding direct observation. Instead, a camera and a microphone are mounted 

inside this coffi n-like interior, and convey image and sound to a small monitor inside 

the museum. The unchanging silent image from the enclosed narrow chamber is 

able to evoke extreme mental states, such as claustrophobia, purely through the 

viewer’s imagination. The strange reversal of inner and outer, the concealment and 

shutting away of spaces and their emotional connotations recurrently determine Bruce 

Nauman’s extended concept of art.

Musical Chairs (1983) consists of steel elements hanging from the ceiling. The two 

crossed double T-girders and two chair-shaped steel objects are mobile. When 

they touch they produce a piercing sound, to which the title refers. Musical Chairs is 

moreover the name of the children’s game in which the participants run around not 

enough chairs for everyone as long as music is playing; when it stops and everyone 

tries to grab a chair, those who are unsuccessful are “out” and the “cruel game,” as 

Nauman puts it, of exclusion and isolation continues. Nauman’s Musical Chairs can be 

read in various ways. The work recalls instruments of torture, and not only vaguely. The 

sharp-edged bodies of steel are in fact dangerous to viewers. One can walk around 

the piece, but it is diffi cult to examine it indifferently. It puts itself threateningly in the 

way and demands one’s entire attention.

The circling movement indicated by the steel cross is a recurrent element of Nauman’s 

work. He also makes use of incessant turning in his videoed performances, and it can 

have a menacing, even frightening effect, its endless repetitions becoming an optical 

and acoustic torture.

Movement coupled with the ritual of repetition is also found in the Neon Signs, in 

which a change of light constantly brings about differently colored images. Since the 

mid-1980s Nauman has created fi gurative motifs in simple outlines using fl uorescent 

tubing. One of the largest and most elaborate is Sex and Death (1985): two male 

fi gures stand opposite one another, bend towards each other, alternately brandish 

knife and pistol, react with an erection or a limp penis, fall on their knees, or squat 

down. The short slapstick-like action suggests a sequence of movement, and the rapid 

electric switching produces an almost cinematically animated image.

Incessant repetition as an artistic means is also a feature of the two-channel video 

Bad Boy Good Boy (1985). The videotapes are shown simultaneously on two 

monitors. A male and a female actor, an opposite pair in terms of gender and skin 



color, are shown as talking heads in front of a dark background. They recite a hundred 

statements all formulated in the same pattern: “I was a good boy / You were a good 

boy / We were good boys,” and so on. The video loops generate an infi nite number 

of sentence combinations. The litany-like repetition creates intensity, but also makes 

the meaning of the text redundant. Language is used as a malleable, fl exible medium, 

as sonorous raw material. The inclusion of language here results in the opposite of 

communication, and the monologic declension becomes concrete poetry.
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Having burnt all his early paintings, John Baldessari entered the fi eld of Minimal and 

Conceptual Art in the 1960s and began to bring together the principles of Conceptual 

Art with the medium of painting, then widely considered outdated. In text and photo-

text paintings he transferred photographic images onto canvas and combined them 

with quotations from theoretical texts on the basic conditions of art. These works 

parody the purism of Conceptual Art, which Baldessari found melodramatic, and 

they read like ironic commentaries on its programmatic notions. Baldessari—and 

later Martin Kippenberger—applied Conceptual Art’s principle of seeing authorship 

primarily in the development of ideas to painting: he commissioned Sunday painters 

and professional sign writers to produce his text paintings.

His later works also deal with how images are conveyed through the media, with their 

construction principles, and how their message can be manipulated. Baldessari builds 

series of images from a few, usually banal everyday motifs or fi lm clips, and orders 

them in varying constellations. In a different order the same images obtain different 

meanings and represent deviating sequences of action. In the Tetrad Series, to which 

the work All Getting On Together (1999) belongs, the square visual fi eld is always 

divided into four equal sections, within which Baldessari combines a text, a detail from 

a work by Francisco de Goya, a fi lm still, and a photograph of an everyday object. As 

photographic images fi lm, art, object, and text appear as elements of equal value and 

can be related to one another in different combinations.

Baldessari began to teach at the California Institute of the Arts in the early 1970s, 

and Mike Kelley was one of his fi rst students. From the very beginning Kelley 

was interested in trashy subcultural formats, which had hitherto been considered 

aesthetically insignifi cant: cheap science-fi ction novels, pop music, esoteric spirituality, 

advertising, folk art. Starting with his performances, Kelley not only brought various 

media into his work—later sculpture, painting, drawing, installation, video, and texts—

but also related an abundance of cultural areas to one another. Fascinated by the dark, 

base, and kitschy, he broke down the traditional hierarchies of high and mass culture, 

of avant-garde and mainstream. His subject matter revolves around the traumas of 

childhood and youth, feelings and memory, education, and social norms. The extensive 

group of black-and-white images, such as Trickle Down and Swaddling Clothes 

(1986), show an illustrative, suggestive, comic-like style. They often have texts, initially 

incomprehensible, which have no immediate relationship to the portrayal.

Kelley seeks the dark of the everyday, sometimes turning the cuteness of children’s 

toys into nightmarish scenarios. The crocheted blanket spread over stuffed animals in 

Lumpenprole (1991) literally sweeps the emotional entanglement the toys represent 

under the carpet. The rolling hills beneath the huge blanket hiding the fi gures unfolds 

a life of its own, and can give rise to an uneasy feeling of the guiltily suppressed or 

forgotten.

Kelley’s involvement with childlike collecting and remembering is also expressed in the 

group of works entitled Memory Ware, which was begun in 2001. Quantities of beads, 

buttons, or broaches, masses of cheap bric-a-brac, cover large panels in a more or less 

structured all-over. The reference to collecting passion, hoarded treasure, fandom, even 

Christian relics is a reference to how objects are emotionally charged. “The Memory 



Ware series is a kind of joke about the nostalgia linked to hoarded objects—it refers 

to forms of folk art in which souvenirs and bric-a-brac are used to decorate everyday 

objects.”

Paul McCarthy is another artist of the American west coast with a penchant for actionist 

art forms and taboo-breaking. One of the fi rst large sculptures he realized is Bavarian 

Kick (1987). Mounted on a stage, a wooden man and a woman enter through a door, 

toast each other, give each other a kick, and exit. The repeated motorized blows are a 

literal form of “slap-stick”, developed from performance. Acting like living people, these 

lifeless, automatically moving clichéd fi gures evoke Freud’s concept of the uncanny. The 

continual repetition causes the mood to change: the initially jocular scene turns out to be 

a grotesque portrayal of interpersonal cruelty.

As with Mike Kelley, Martin Kippenberger’s concept of art also included merciless self-

disclosure. Both artists were performers, showmen, and advocates of an art involved with 

the darkness of the banal and everyday. Their works exhibit no aesthetic distance and 

subtle simplicity, but reach down into the reservoir of everyday life and the subculture—

with a fi ne feeling for myths, clichés, and social repression. They thus oppose Minimal 

and Conceptual Art, which see the artist as worker and theoretician.

Refl ection on the image of the artist is also found in the photography of the Belgian 

Jan Vercruysse. In self-portraits he stages himself sitting at a table, once with an hour 

glass, a traditional symbol of transience, another time in front of a game of chess. With 

this he refers to Marcel Duchamp, who in 1928 programmatically declared the end of 

his artistic activity by turning to play chess. It remains open as to whether Vercruysse 

is emphatically or only ironically raising the question of the meaningfulness of artistic 

activity.

Martin Kippenberger, by contrast, dealt with the role of the artist excessively and in 

various ways. In the delegated authorship of his series Lieber Maler, male mir (Dear 

Painter, Paint for Me) or in the “self-painted” paintings, such as his Selbstporträt (Self-

Portrait, 1992), he radically examined the myth of the artist and his role. With his back to 

the viewer, like a battered boxer in the ring, his hand on his chin in a skew thinker-pose, 

the fear literally runs down his legs in yellow paint.

Kippenberger also used his over 200 posters, mostly self-designed, as a platform 

for all kinds of ironic stagings of the artist subject. For him the posters always had 

an independent function. Regardless of the respective exhibition, he occupied this 

traditional medium of press and publicity with his own themes. Usually structured as 

collages, they represent an illustrated overview of his very extensive exhibiting activity, 

in which the works presented did not always have a direct relationship to the poster 

motif. Sometimes a poster could even replace an exhibition, as was the case in 1992 

with Melancholie, for documenta IX, with the motif of a lantern. The poster—with the 

photograph of a (sad) “lush lantern,” an ironic alter ego of the artist, in front of the 

Fridericianum in Kassel—took Kippenberger’s place in the documenta. The buckled, 

slanting lantern was set up at exactly the spot where Walter De Maria had realized his 

Vertical Earth Kilometer with huge technical effort in 1977.



As a self-performer Kippenberger uncompromisingly included his own biography 

and body in his work. His self-destructive stance was thus in clear contradiction to a 

development from the 1960s onward that increasingly aimed to push back the subject 

of the artist, and it also bitingly stepped up the newly discovered artistic genius in 

the revitalization of painting in the 1980s. The portrayal of fi gures such as Spider-

Man is an example of the pointed mix of “high and low” with which Kippenberger 

responded to the dogmatic requirements of both discourses. As a superhero with a 

paintbrush in his hand he skulks in the small space of the Spiderman Atelier (1996). 

This ironic version of the topos “artist in the studio” was produced to be exhibited in 

Nice in the very room which had served as a studio for the ageing Henri Matisse. In 

the superhero’s studio, monochrome paintings can be seen with words naming the 

substances from which the fi gure draws his powers: hashish, pot, caffeine, or speed. 

They can also be read as allusions to the “superpowers” of the artist or to the loss of 

control in drug use. Given Kippenberger’s then advanced ill health, they are perhaps 

also a self-mocking refl ection on an artistic output through which—like Spider-Man—

the artist burned himself out to his physical limits in order to save the world.
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